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Justification 

1. Social protection Is an essential Instrument for solidarity among the 
citizens of each Member State. It. Is the expression of vocational or 
national solidarity which has progressively replaced the traditional family 
or neighbourhood solidarity undermined by the sweeping changes brought about 
by Industrialization, rural flight and the growth of urban society. This 
type of solidarity Is shown by the breaking of any direct link between 
contributions Intended to finance the social protection system and the 
individual vulnerability of the persons covered. Thus they play a part in 
making the social costs borne by undertakings largely independent of the 
personal characteristics of their employees, thereby Increasing the chances 
of finding a job for the more vulnerable social categories. 

2. Because of the diversity of social protection systems- due primarily to 
the social history of each Memb~r State - and the fact that they have their 
roots In national cultures, there can be no question, at this stage, of 
embarking upon the harmonization of existing systems. As a result, It Is for 
the Member ~tates to determine the arrangements for organizing and financing 
their social protection systems. 

3. However, social protection Is concerned with a number of aspects of the 
completion of the single market: 

In the first place, In order that the principle of free movement be 
completely fulfilled, the need for progressive elimination of existing 
barriers to worker mobility Is becoming more urgent. The posslbil ity of any 
worker wishing to migrate finding In the· host country a degree of social 
cover comparable to that enjoyed In the home countr.y should be promoted. It 
is worthwhl le therefore to avoid increasing disparities between. social 
protection levels within the Community and, If possible, to encourage the 
reduc~ion of such ~lsparltles. 

- On the other hand, the fear of an undesirable type.of mobility - namely 
that arising solely from a wish to take advantage of th·e most generous social 
benefits - could arise; It is Important that this risk does not result in a 
diminution In social protection In the Community. 

- Finally, in an economic context where exchange rate parities become 
Increasingly rigid, It Is necessary to prevent a situation where a decreasing 
of social standards might be used as an alternative to monetary devaluation; 
the risk of successive reductions In social contribution levels, leading In 
due course to a lowering of social protection, has to be countered. 

An analysis of the probable Impact of the completion. of the single market 
thus leads to the conclusion that progressive approximation in the area of. 
social protection Is desirable. Increasing the disparities between Member 
States would' make the free movement of workers and the combating of ... social 
tourism" more difficult and Increase the risk of a spiralling loss of social 
status. 



4. All systems of social protection are confronted with slmil~r problems: 

- Primarily, they have to adapt to the growing phenomenon of exclusion. 
Several Member States have Indeed already Introduced minimum r~source 

gua·rantee systems coupled with assistance towards economic znd· social 
Integration. 

-'The growing trend towar·ds a duallsatlon of the labour market and the 
Increasing Incidence of part-time working and/or fixed term work ma1:..a it 
necessary to reexamine the conditions governing the acquisition of 
unemployment benefit and retirement pension rights. 

-Social protec.tlon systems have to adapt to changes in family structures and 
In behaviour which have as a consequence that the risk elements atone cannot 
be adequately Indicative of need: becoming Ill, an Invalid or unemployed thus 
has more ser lous consequences for househo Ids I I vI ng on a sIng I e lncorne, 
single-parent families or persons living alone than It does for double-Income 
households. 

- In addition, the demographic context In which protection systems operate 
will alter during the next 30 years, characterized by a reduction in the 
proportion of members of the active population to retired persons. Member 
States will have to seek an acceptable compromise between the interests of 
these two groups. 

Finally, all Member States must Increasingly seek to Improve the· 
effectiveness of their social protection system by ensuring that the benefits 
paid correspond to the actual needs of the beneficiaries and by trying to 
keep the administrative costs of their systems In check. In the area of 
health care in particular, all Member States must strive to control the 
growth In overall expenditure. 

5. To encourage the convergence of levels of social protection, the 
Commission has proposed, In Its action prograiMie for the Implementation of 
the Social Charter, a convergence strategy for the social protection pol i~ies 
of Member States. This strategy Is flexible in nature, progressive and non
compulsory and Is based rather on the free disposition of those Member States 
who endorse the need to maintain, adapt and, In certain cases, to ·develop 
their social protection systems and who Jointly agree on precise objectives 
to achieve this. The ultimate aim of the convergence strategy is to allow 
Member States to develop their social protection systems In harmony with each 
other and In accordance with the overall alms of the Community. 

This approach Implies the following: 

-definition at Community level of common objectives enabl lng Member states' 
social policies to be converged, with Member States Implementing the 
objectives In accordance with their own arrangements and within the framework 
of their particular systems; 

- progresslvity In Implementation of these objectives and the opportunity for 
review at regular intervals of progress made and obstacles encountered; 

-to this end, regular and methodical follow-up and evaluation through 
identification of quantitative and qualitative Indicators permitting the 
evo_lution of this implementation to be appraised; 
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This convergence strategy should, of course, be considered in close 
association with the evolution and convergence of economic policies. 

6. The convergence strategy must moreover be seen within the more general 
context of economic and social Integration and of the prevention of 
exclusion. Thus the strategy Is closely linked with other Community 
activities seeking to carry out Integration policies or to assist categories 
of persons. I.e. the European Social Fund In connection with the employment 
and training of young people and the long-term unemployed. but also with 
programmes such as those relating to employment (LEDA and ERGO). the fight 
against poverty (Poverty Ill). or to certain categories {action programme for 
equal opportunities for women. the HELlOS programme. actions on behalf of the 
elderly and of the family). Finally the different mechanisms existing for 
observation and for exchange of Information In the social sphere constitute 

_an Important tool for this strategy; In this regard the MISSOC system and the 
observatories on policies to combat social exclusion, on family policy and on 
matters relating to the elderly may be mentioned. 

7. It Is on these bases that the current recommendation Is presented; Its 
goal Is to define the objectives towards which convergence of national 
policies should be aimed. 

The Identification of these objectives proceeds firstly by the declaration of 
common principles which define the essential role of social protection. In 
all Member States social protection must seek- without the establishment of 
any hierarchy between Its different functions- to : 

-ensure a minimum level of resources for all persons legally resident on 
their territory, 
-provide access to health care regardless of Income. 
-promote the social and economic Integration of all those able to work, 
- ensure that workers' standard of living will not be appreciably reduced 
when they cease work at the end of working life or Interrupt activity due to 
sickness, accident. maternity._ Invalidity. unemployment or for family 
reasons; this to be adjusted. where necessary. based on arrangements for 
applying Insurance systems. membership and benefits. 

Specific objectives are suggested for each of the ar~as of social protection 
within the context of. and In view of, the problems outlined above. 
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THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN·COMMUNITIES, 

HavIng regard 'fo -the Trea.fY· esfab I 'Ish I rig the European Econoni I c Coniniun i ty .- in 

parti·cular Article 235 thereof, 

Having regard to the COmmission proposal, 

Having. regard to the opinion of the· European Parliament, 

Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Convnittee, 

Whereas under the terms of Artlcle.118 of the Treaty the Community shall have 

as Its task the promotion of close cooperation between Member States in the 

social field, 

Whereas eleven Heads of State and Government of the Member States of the 

European Community, meeting In Strasbourg on 9 December 1989, adopted the 

Community Charter of the Fundamental Social Rights of Workers; 

Whereas the said Charter has solemnly recognized In Its recitals that: 

--.implementation of the Single.· European Act must take full account of. the 

social dimension of the· Community and In this context It Is necessary to 

ensure the development of the social rights of workers of the European 

Community; 

- ·complet;lon of ·the Internal market must offer Improvements In the soc_ial 

field for 'Workers of· the European ·communlt.y, especially In terms of social· 

protection; 

- the solemn.proclamatlon of social rights at European Community level may 

not. when Implemented, provide grounds for any retrogression compared with 

the situation existing In each Member State; 

... ·. 
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Whereas paragraph 10 of the Charter specifics that: 

every worker of the, European Community sha II have a· right . to adequate 

social protection and shall, whatever his status and whatever the size of the 

.undertaking In which he Is employed,. enjoy an _adequate. level of -social 

securIty benefIts~ 

persons who have been unab I e eIther to enter or re-enter the l·abour market 

and have no means of subsistence must be able to receive sufficient resources 

and social assistance In keep1ng with their partJculjr situation; 

,. 

Whereas, in 1 ts paragraphs 24 and 25, .the Charter· also stipulates that, 

according to t.he arra~gements apply.t.og In each 
. . . cou~try: · . 

;, .. 
-every worker of the European Community-must·, -at-the time of retirement~ be 

able to enjoy resources affording him or. her· a dece.,t .. standard of· living; 

- any person who has reached retIrement age but who ·Is not . ent it I ed to a 

pens I on or who does not. have· any other means of subsIstence must be ent it I ed 

to sufficient resources and· to medical and social assistance specifically 

suited to his needs; 

Whereas leg I slat lve texts have either been adopted or are under examination 

within the Councl I regarding equal treatment of men and women, social 

security for migrant workers, protection of the unborn child and of maternity 

and employment relationships other .than ful 1-time open-ended contracts; 

Whe.reas social protection Is an essential Instrument of solldarity.-among the 

Inhabitants of each t.tember State .of the Community, In the context of a 

general right of all to social protection; 

Whereas, the action programme relating to the Implementation of the Community 

Charter of the Fundamental Social Rights of Workers noted that differences In 

soc 1 a 1 secur 1 ty cover might act as a ser lous brake on the free movement of 

workers and exacerbate regional· lmba·lances,·.particularly between the north 

and. the south of the CommunIty and whereas, based on this, it has been 

proposed to promote a strategy for the convergence of policies In this field 

underplnne·d by objectives established in common, making it possible to 

overcome the disadvantages referred to above; 
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Wher-eas,- havlng.noted that· trends t·n most: of: tlie t.tembe·r States,.are-• influenced. 

, .. _ by-common problems·;fin part-lcu;lar:."the .. ageJ•ng--of· the-·populatioh·,··changtng· ·· 

f:am·i_l y_ .. sl tuat Ions, a . per.s·l stent~l-y· h lgh leve·l -of' unemployment·, the- ·spread· Of. 

.poveny··and Its -consequences:; ·and the~·lncreaslng cost of ·medlcat··car.e); the. 

Counci'l proposed. at· Its mee.t'lng- ·on. 29 September· 1989 that thiS de ·facto· 

convergence should -be further. formalized· by estab·llshlng common objectives as 

a guide for national policies; 

Whereas In so. far as there Is no dl rect link between the contrIbutIons 

Intended to finance such protection and. the Individual vulnerabt·l tty of 

prote~ted persons, social protection helps to make the social costs borne by 

enterprises Independent of the personal characteristics of their employees; 

whereas, In so doing, It a I lows for equa II zat ion of oppor-tun It tes amongst the 

categories, thus a-1 lowing a. greater number of persons to participate actively 

in the development of the Community; 

Whereas this convergence strategy alms at fixing common objectives able to 

guide Member States' policies In order to permit the coexistence of different 

... nat tonal systems and to enable them to-progress In harmony ·wHh one another-, 

.and a.lso in line with the fundamental objectives of the·Convnun<Jty;: 

Whereas the spec I f.l c common objectIves must act as a poInter to the way 'these 

systems ar-e- modified to. take; account -of protection-needs, particularly those 

resulting from changes In the labour market, family structures and· 

demographic trends; 

Whereas· this convergence seeks also to guarantee the continuation and 

stimulate the development of social protection within the context of the 

completion of the Internal market; whereas this will facilitate mobl lity of 

workers and their families within the Community and steps should therefore be 

taken to ensure that this mobility ~oes not give rise to additional costs, 

either for Individuals or undertak·lngs, which could result from too great a 

disparity In levels of social protection; 

Whereas finally, because of the diversity of the systems and their roots in 

national cultures, It Is for t.tember States to determine the arrangements for 

financing andorganlzing their soclaJ protection systems; 
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Whereas this action appears necessary In order to achieve, as part of the 

operat-Ion of the common market, one of the alms of the :Community for which 

the Treaty has not laid down the necessary powers; 

RECOMUENDS THAT THE MEMBER STATES SHOULD: 

A. Allow their general policy In the area of social protect ion to be guided 

by the following principles: 

.1. Social protection, In Its specific national forms and based -on the 

evolution of economic and social problems and the responses thereto, shall 

attempt to fulfil the following tasks: 

- to .guarantee a decent minimum. standard of living to every person who is 

resident In accordance with the-national and·Convnunlty provisions in·these· 

matters, within the territory of the Member State; consequently, and· 

conforming with the principles enshrined In the Recommendation by the Council 

of the European Convnun It I es on common crIterIa regardIng adequate resources 

and benefIts In the CommunIty, the soc I a I protect. I on system must provIde 

a~s 1 stance for persons who do not have adequate resources,· eIther because· 

they are prevented from exercIsIng a paId actIvIty for reasons· reI a ted to 

health or family situation, or because they are unable to find employment, or 

because they have reached retirement age; 

- to give every resident person regardless of his or -·her resources the chance 

to receIve whatever care Is necessary to restore h lm or her to . he a I th, to 

benefit from measures taken with a view to preventing illness and to have 

access to the requisite servl~es and equipment fbr maintaining an independent 

way of life; 

- to help to further the social Integration of all residents, and the 

. economic .integration of those who are in a position to exercise a gainful 

activity; 

- to ensure that -the standard of living of workers and of their families 

wi 11 not be appreciably reduced when- they cease work at the end of working 

I I fe or are forced to Interrupt such activity due to sIckness, · ace i dent, 
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maternity, Invalidity or unemployment, this to ·be adJusted wher:e necessary. 

based .on the·, arrangements. for. Implement lng Insurance systems; membership and·'·. 

benefIts. 

·· '·.•·; 2.···Socl·a·l benefits must a·lso· be granted In accordance. with th.e· .lol·low;i:ng 

general. pr lnclples: 

- equa I treatment 

nationality, race, 

applicants fulfil 

in such a way as to avoid all discrimination based on 

sex, religion, conduct or pol it leal opinion provided 

the conditions regarding length of membership and/or 

residence required to be eligible for benefits; 

-fairness, so that beneficiaries of social benefits will receive thei~ just 

share from Improvements lnthe standard of living of the population as a. 

whole, especially through upgrading of the benefits paid to those who are not 

professionally active and to the unemployed; 

l·ndlvlduallzatlon of rights and contributions, In order gradually to 

substltute·--lndiV'Idual rights for derived rights, thus achieving better 

.adaptation to trends In behaviour and In family structures: 

3., Finally, ·social ·protection. systems must be administered w.lth maximum 

efflc.lency : 

- to ensure that the benefIts pa ld correspond to the effect lve needs· of 

benefIcIarIes.; 

-to minimize. the .. adminlstratlve costs of the organizations which manage the 

distributionof benefits. 

B. Adapt and, where necessary, deve·lop their· social protection· systems ·to 

make progress towards achieving the fol·l.owlng alms and to take the necessary 

measures to thlsend: 

Sickness or accident 

- to.ensure equal access to. necessary health care as wei I as to facl I tt·ies 

seek lng to. p.revent I I I ness· to all parsons res I cant, in accordance· witt:·· 
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national and Convnunlty provisions In these matters, within the territory of 

the Uember State; 

-to maintain and, where necessary, develop a high-quality health care system 

geared to the evolving needs of the population and especially towards more 

prevention and prepared for spread of chronic Illnesses and elderly 

dependance; 

- to organize this health care system In such a way as to enable the growth 

In overall health care expenditure to be controlled; 

-to organize the rehabilitation and reintegration of convalescents; 

- subject to the necessary testing and control measures, to provide workers 

who are off work because of Illness with an allowance equal to a large part 

of their previous earnings, this to be adJusted where necessary based on the 

arrangements for Implementing Insurance systems, membership and benefits; 

Uaternlh 

-to organize for all women who are resident In accordance with national and 

Community provisions In these matters, within the territory of the Uember 

State, total coverage of the costs of treatment necessary due to pregnancy, 

childbirth and their consequences; 

- to ensure that women, who Interrupt their work due to maternity, see their 

remuneration maintained or receive an equivalent payment for at least 

fourteen cont lnuous weeks;· 

Unoa!D I oymen t 

- to give all l.lnelq)loyed persona an~ their dependants who are resident ln 
. . 

accordance wJth national and ~ntty provtalone In theae Alatters, wlth1n · 

tbe terr ltory of the llllallber. State .<:and :MJeet to the 1 r ava 11 ab 111 ty tor 
wort, ·social protection cOver 1JUararttftlng. a mlnlaum level of resources, 

graouated aceordl"' to tae· type and ·~t.ze of tbelr ho4.Lseh0td, and access to·: 

Meith care for theta .an4.fo(tl\etr ~nts·; 

·.:·. 
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-to make available to the unemployed, particularly to young people arriving 

on the job market and to the long-term unemp Joyed, a: range of measures 

against exclusion, designed to foster their social and economic integration 

and enable them to acquire the vocational qualifications needed to find or 

regain a job; 

-subject to the necessary testing and control measures, to give workers who 

have lost their jobs through no fault of their own, regardless of their 

previous status, and who despite their efforts are unable to find another 

job, an allowance representing a ~lgnlflcant pa~t of their prevlous earnings; 

this to be adjusted where necessary based on the arrangements for 

Implementing ·insurance systems, membership arid benefits; 

Incapacity for work 

-to give to all Invalids or disabled persons who are resident In accordance 

with natlon·al and Community provisions In these matters, within the territory 

of the Member State, social protection guaranteeing minimum means of 

subsistence and access to health care; 

-to foster the social Integration of Invalids and the disabled and to do all 

that Is possible to foster their economic Integration; 

- subject to the necessary testing and control measures, to give workers, 

who are forced to Interrupt or reduce work because of invalidity, an 

allowance equal to the major part of their previous earnings (whatever their 

. previous status), this to be adjusted where necessary based on lhe 

arrangements for Implementing Insurance systems, membership and benefits; 

The elderly 

- to guarantee minimum means of subsistence to alI elderly persons who are 

resident In accordance with national and Community provisions In ·these 

matters, within the territory of the Member State and, where appropriate, to 

adapt any such guarantee to suit their specific needs, In particular where 

·they are dependent on care and services frbm outside; 
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-to contribute to the struggle against social exclusion of the elderly; 

-to give all workers.the chance to continue working beyond the minimum age 

at which rights to retirement pensions are opened up; 

-to ensure that the pension scheme effectlvei.Y guarantees that, during their 

entIre period of retirement, former workers benefIt from a hIgh 1 ncome 

replacement rate, whl le maintaining a balance between the Interests of 

workers and those of retired persons; 

- to adapt the method of acQuiring pension rights so as to reduce the penalty 

for those workers who have an Incomplete career as a result of periods of 

Ill ness, I nva II d I ty or lo.ng-term unemployment. and for those who have gIven 

up work temporarily to raise their children or to take care of a disabled or 

Invalid relative; 

- to adapt pension systems so as gradually to reflect Individual rights, 

using transitional arrangements If necessary to maintain acQuired rights; 

- to make changes. where necessary, to the conditions governing acquisition 

of retirement and, especially, supplementary pension rights with a view to 

el lminating obstacles to mobility; 

- In due course, to adapt pension systems to demographic changes. while 

maintaining the central role of statutory pension schemes; 

Famt 1y 

-to develop family benefits, so as to avoid that a lack of resources will 

not dissuade anyone from having children; to develop, In particular, the 

benefits paid to the most disadvantaged families and to adapt them for 

single-parent families and for families where there Is a disabled child; 

- to contribute to fostering the Integration of persons who, having raised 

children, wish to enter the labour market, and to give them opportunities for 

·supplementary training to enable them to acQuire the Qualifications needed to 

find a Job; 

(' 
I . 

( 
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- to remove obstacles to occupational activity by parents thrc~gh m0asures 

allowing the reconciliation of family and professional responsibilities and 

to extend support, Including financial support, to persons who, by reason of 

the need to raise children or care for an elderly or disabled relative, have 

to reduce or cease work. 

AND TO THIS END REQUESTS THE COMMISSION: 

1. To submit regular reports to the Council on progress achieved In relation 

to these obJectives, to determine and develop the use of appropriate 

l.ndicators to this effect, and to present suitable proposals taking Into 

account demographic, economic and social changes In the Commu 

2. To organrze regular consultation with Uember States on the development of 

social protection policy. 

i 
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